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MOKTtaH

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. MISSOULA. MONTANA

I mlay, Senior in Geology, Heads Honor
Roll for Spring Quarter With 66 Points
Total o f 139 Names Appear on Roll for Last Quarter; Imlay1
Record Believed Best Ever Made.

Destination of
Saturday Trip
Is Bison Range

Believe It or Not, hut Flathead Lake
Has Water Running in Uphill Direction
Findings o f Montana Professors Outdo Reports Made in the
Well Known Column of Mr. Ripley.

AJMIN
THURSDAY, JULY 18, 1929.

First Summer
Play Appears
NextTuesday

PROOFS CHECKED
FOR KIRKWOOD’S
LAST WRITINGS
“Trees and Shrubs of the
Rocky Moimtains” to Be

VOLUME VI. h

Fifty Atten
Program f
School Peo

BY MARY PARDEE.
Heading the honor roll list for the
Off Press Soon.
‘Mary, Mary Quite Con
Next Week’s Is to Lake
Payne Templeton Ai
One pleasant day Newton, lying under his apple tree, evolved his revo
spring quarter with 66 grade points,
trary” Is Gay Comedy
Ronan
Through
the
FlatINTERNATIONAL
lutionary
theory
of
gravity.
Just lately, Einstein bending over his deeply
Toastmaster at Dim
it is believed that Ralph Imlay,
Last summer Dr. J. E. Kirkwood,
evolved scientific radioscopes explained gravity In a theory of electrons
senior in geology, made the largest
With a Good Cast.
head Valley.
chairman of the Department of Bot
CLUB
ORCHESTRA
and radio-activity which only he can understand.
number of grade points ever record
any at the .State University, died at
More than fifty men and
regardless of these learned men, and in spite of them. Professor
ed for one person during a quarter.
“Mary, Mary Quite Contrary,” by Yellow Bay on Flathead lake. Be attended the Educators’
GIVES PROGRAM Bison, elk, antelope and deer in M.But
J. Elrod, who is head of the Department of Biology at Montana Uni St. John Ervine, will be given in fore Dr. Kirkwood’s death he had
Imlay is a graduate of Reed Point
Tuesday evening a t the C
their native haunts—these will be versity. has found water running uphill!
high, school in Stillwater county
the Little Theater on the campus prepared the manuscript for a book Corner.
the main objective of the week-end
Professor Elrod is in charge of the University of Montana's biological
His average means that he made Performance Marks Stepan tstrip Saturday. The destination is station on Flathead Lake and through his and I)r. G. D. Shallenberger’s Tuesday and Wednesday of next which he hoped later to publish. The
Payne Templeton, who a
o f f s Farewell to University
straight A’s.
the national bison range, where findings the water of that lake has been found to be flowing upstream. + week, by the Montana Masquers title of it was to be “Trees and toastmaster, had charge of
Of Montana.
Second comes Burr Lennes of Mis
under the direction of William Shrubs of the Rocky Mountains.”
there are all the attractions of relowing program:
"Dr. G. D. Shallenberge, who Is making a study of the currents in Angus.
soula with 61 and Morris Silver, also
The University of Montana has
Miss Constance Spokeley
The International Club orchestra marbly beautiful scenery,* delightful Flathead Lake In connection with the biological station work, was sur
of Missoula, ties with Katherine
underwritten the publication of the solo.
The cast is as follows:
under the direction of Victor Step- surrounding and herds of the ani prised and astonished to find the water on the east side of the lake flow
Torrence of Billings for third with
book
which
will
be
about
five
hun
Mrs.
Considine
Louise
C.
Line
mals
whose
home
is
the
reservation,
antsoff, presented a pleasing and
Miss Ann Moser, “Indoor
ing north, or up the lake, Instead of south, or down the lake,” Dr. Elrod
67. Claud Langton of Missoula is
Helen Fleming dred pages together with illustra of a Schoolma’am.”
where they range free. President writes. “The station from which the observation was made Is a float Sheila............. .
varied program a t Main hall Tue
fourth with 54 and Ray Bowden of
day night. The performance marked Clapp, Professor Severy and Su about a mile off shore, west of the station. The flow of the current was Geoffrey.............. D. Kenneth Young tions. The book will be published
N.
E. Wampler—“Whei
Bozeman is fifth with 50.
Sir Henry Considine, ..............
with the title as anove and will be Sage Brush Grows.”
Stepant8offs farewell to Montana perintendent Rose of the bison range
There are a total of 1339 names as the leader of the club orchestra will be the speakers of the day. The three-quarters of a mile per hour.”
______ __.........Charles Aldersoti a memorial volume to the memory
Miss Ann Reeley, “Polish!
The explanations of this odd occurrence at least Is not as deeply In
appearing on the spring quarter which he put into music better than trip is an automobile drive of 120
Rev. Canon Peter Considine.....
of Dr. Kirkwood in commemoration moods.”
volved as Einstein’s scientific theories, though. “The strange phenome
hnor roll. The largest number who words could have done in his owi miles and the camps a t noon and
........................John C. Erickson of his great service to the Univer
Prof. A. E. Atkinsonnon is accounted for by one or both of two explanations: The deepest
received the same amount of grade composition, “Farewell to IT. o: a t night will be in attractive spots
Mary Westlake.....Mary Irene Scott sity and the field of botany.
Emotions Lead to Failure.”
part of the lake, as revealed by soundings, extends more or less diagonally
F&ints was 17 who received 33. the Montana.”
Mr. Hobbs........................John Sasek
“Trees and Shrubs ol^ the Rocky
on the reserve.
Miss Mary Irene Scott, vo<
n lake, thus permitting an undercurrent. This flow may strike bot
minimum number that may be ob
The start will be made from Unl- tom near the peninsula at the south end of the lake, whence there is no Jenny............................. Leila Leydlg Mountains” is being pubUshed by "The Quiet Road.”
“Old Comrades." by Teicke
Miss Mimms .........................
tained to be on the honor.
the Stanford University Press in
Miss Elizabeth Ireland sj
Keler-Bela’s “On the Beautiful ereity hall at 8 o’clock Saturday
?ape except to return In the same direction as the surface current.
.... ..........Martha Rose McKenzie California and the first proofs are I formally on “Montana Scho
The names of thos who are on the Rhine” and “Lustspiel,” and Men morning. The trip will be, for the
“The second explanation is that the wind blowing down the lake may
Mr. Beeby....William O. Negberbon In the hands of J. W. Severy of the I
roll follow:
Those who attended the
delssohn’s “Spring Song” were pre first leg of the jaunt, over the old pile up a t the peninsula water which flows back north when the wind
botany department and N. J. Lennes were:
“Shines and Shimmers”
Ralph Imlay. J. Burr Lennes, sented as the first half of the pro Mullan trail, past the site of the
still
ies. At any rate, the current was plainly perceptible on
of
the
mathematics
department
Mr.
When
the
play
opened
in
New
Morris Silver, Katherine Torrence, gram.
I. L. Houx, Mr. and Mrs
During the intermission town of Hell Gate, where there will day.”
York the Evening World declared Severy is checking the proofs of the Ross, W. F. Isaacs, Mr. ai
Claud Longton, Ray Bowden. Eve Victor Stepantsoff gave a brief and be a short stop, to enable the hikers
It to be “the wittiest comedy that I book for scientific terms while Dr. F. N. Thompson, A. B. Col'
line Blumenthal, Georgian Eckley, interesting talk on the Chinese mar to look at the oldest building in j
has come from England since Ber- J Lynnes is checking the general Baker, Mr. and Mrs. F. D.
Mary Irene Scott, Joseph H. Fitz riage. The concert was concluded Montana, the store of Higgins &
nard Shaw’s ‘Heyday.’ ” The Eve- J composition.
gerald, Mildred E. Gullidge, Gath with the numbers, “Farewell to IT. Worden, which was the earliest mer
Mrs. Cripps, Mrs. Mulllnax, i
ning
Telegram said, “It shines and
“The manuscript has been highly Mrs. N. F. Wampler, Marvj
ering Hicbalson. Wallace H. Ven- of Montana,” by Victor Stepantsoff. cantile establishment in Montana.
shimmers with the gayest of mods, commended by varie
botanists | n 01ive Bird Anne L. Naj
nekolt, Alicia O’Donnell, Ezra Bizet’s “Lea Toreadors,” Von Here Dean Stone will tell the story
and even Its most satirical moments throughout the country and the spe- and Mrs. C. Grover, T. A.
Ruyle, Isabel Orchard, Muriel Suppe's “Light Cavalry, and To- of Hell Gate, dramatic in some of
re a happy lightness." The gen- rial appeal of the book will be to Mary E. Brunner. D. W. Ki
Ralph, Royale K. Pierson. Adolph bani’s “Russian Nights.”
s phases and interesting in all.
1 opinion was that it was unde- workers in the field of botany,” said R. Fitch, Eva Williamson,
Szech, James L. Tobin, Bessie M.
Next
Week.
The orchestra numbers twenty
nimbly
clever and written with I Mr. Severy. “It was always Dr. Spaulding, Lawerence A. 1
Kittinger, Charles H. Rouse, Lucille members: Violins—Harry Hart.
The trip next week will be two |
i
| Kirkwood’s purpose to use such a John C. Orr, Payne Ten
G. Brown, Ben R. Fitch, Carl E. Ben Fitch, Forest Schini, George days long, with the night between, Speaks on “Merchant of State Superintendent Pre light and deft touches.
style that his papers could profit Prof. W. E. Maddock, Dr.
Jepson, Martha Roth, George C. Ad La wrenson, Martha McKenzie, Vir which will be spent upon the shore
The Plot
Venice,”
“Phases
of
sents
Plan
to.
Put
Music
London
I ®bly be read by the person not tech ters, N. H. Clement, May (
ams, Florence Batson, Robert T. Bo- ginia Snavely; cellos—Adolph Kol- of Lake Ronan, one of the most
The play is a story of
theatrical star, Mary Westlake, who I nlo*lly P o o le d In botany. Conse- Alda Beals, Sadie Claypool,
den, Dorothy W. Briggs, Bertha lich, Mrs. Marion; bass violin— famed beauty spots in Montana.
Jewish Thought.’
In Schools.
dosceuds upon a restful country h ue,,tl*' 11 ls ful1? expected, since beth McKenzie, M. D. Smitl
Dobrovolny, Geraldine Everly, John Mr. Valent ine; cornets—F a y e Here beauty is combined with fine
vicarage with her bnsiness manager, ***'• *>°0^
treat of all known Madsen. Ann Moser, Ann
Christian Hauck, Josephine B. Couey, Ernest Swanson; clarinets— fishing, solid comfort and good
The Jewish interpretation of th<
Miss Elizabeth Ireland, state su
Swartz, Miriam Barnhill, Gretchen Charles Lawrenson, John Hoyer, A. swimming. The drive to Lake Ro
Hobbs, with the seeming Intention 8Pecle* of '«*» »nd sh™bs in the Ralph W. Hogan, L. Sand
ierchant of Venice” was the sub perlntendent of public instruction
L Gayhart. Marguerite J. Heinsch, Letwine; drums—Leo Holschnick; nan will take the part; the entire
upon which Rabbi Lonis Wol asked the cooperation and intelli of having Geoffrey, the vicar’s son. Northern Rocky Nountains, that it Agnes K. Wiskersham, Mary
Stella Larson, Hubert Simmons, piano—Charles Disbrow; trombones length of the Flathead valley, paral
sey discoursed at the weekly convo gent participation of all state teach read his poetic play of Joan of Arc. wt“ h»™ « widc aPP«*l to a large Bessie Kittinger, Dora M. M
Dorr C. Skels, Iva Constance Ste —Harry Healy, Theodore Blake and leling the magnificent Mission range,
cation held in the auditorium ol ers in aiding her to successfully put for which she has been his inspire- m,mbor ot thosc «d>° *re interested T. C. O’Donnell, A. O. Lee,
vens, Irene Vadnais, Herbert East- flute—Karl Noyes.
the flora of the re A. Anderson, Mildred Smith,
long Flathead lake and into -virgin Main hall a t 11 o’clock on Tburs across a musical program in our tlon. It ls clear that Geoffrey is in
lich, Marian Hobbs, Eleanore M.
infatuated with her, a fact which Sion.'
leen Ashburner, Alice S. M
Stepantsoff expects to leave Mon forest, in the midst of which the I £ay 0f jug{ weej.
Montana schools. This was the state
distresses his cousin. Sheila, who is
The illustrations in the book were Mr. and Mrs. Ira B. Fee, M
Kaatz, Dora A. McLean, Helen Had tana for New York city in Septem lake is situated. There will be
“The Jew,” declared Rabbi Wol-1 superintendent’s message at the con- In love with him.
I dr*wn hy Dr. Kirkwood himself and Mrs. F. E. Dtfdge,
dock, Edith EL Mahlstedt, Kellie ber where he will accept a position. isit to the falls in Pend d'Oreille
*j*S
sey, “readily recognizes the ’Mer- vocation held Tuesday morning at
In a brief but hectic week-end she |
book w«“ written and based on
Merrick, Romand Moltzau, Barry C.
gorge, near Poison; here the prelim chant of Venice’ as one of the fin-111 o'clock in the Main hall audlhis long experience, in the field
Park, Charles E. Sunderlin, Loyd O.
reduces the sedate vicarage to
inary work Is being done for one of est products of man's intellect and, torium.
Wallace, Clara L. Zelenka, Faye L.
the most important power plants in because of the false light in which I “There should be nothing in the state of distraction. She dallies wblle every species treated upon ha Trees Injured hy
Chapman, Daniel B. Clapp, William Additional Work Is
with the young poet, tantalizes the been seen by himself at first hand.
the country.
it places him, does not condemn It, school program which can not be
Storm Last
B. Curley, Levi M. Frost, Ruth B. Being Done, Campus,
Lunch will be served on the shore but rather accepts it as a literary I Justified,” said Miss Ireland. “It Is jealous cousin, irritates the boy’s
Gelhaus, Lucille G. Henry, Bertha
of Flathead lake. At Lake Ronan, masterpiece.’’ This play has done a I the duty of the school to give Its mother, baffles his benign father, Pioneer Theater
on
Oval Suffer Most;
M. Holden, Alvin Jacobsen, Sylves By Maintenance Men
headquarters wiU be a t Camp Tuf- tremendoos lot In molding the -youngsters worth-while training flirts with his pompous Uncle whom
Torn From Library.
ter R. Smith, Paul Treichler, Rex j
she Inveigles Into a row boat, loses
fit, where there are fine accommo-1 thought of
mt
generations:
It
is
which
will
be
of
help
to
them
Development
Is
Whitaker, Mrs. Opal Yochelson, | Get South Hall Rooms Ready for dations for visitors. Special a r
the oars, imperils his life, and
f»f
J L D
I “Flr8t
t0 ti»e Injuw'
chiefly responsible for society’s throughout their lives.” The oftenOccupancy by Convention Vis
Leonard Arndt, Marjorie Dove, Hel
administered by the men thl
rangements have been made for the present attitude toward the Jew. observed feeling of gladness with causes him rheumatism and a great
itors; Other Work.
en Duncan, Anna Mae Hurst, Freda
deal
of discomfort. Because . the I
------------I to trees on the campus tha
University party. Sleeping quarters Despite favorable portrayals of the the culmination of one’s education
Mahlstedt, Radcliffe S. Maxey,
are adequate, but it will be neces Jewish character which appear is heartily to be deplored; our edu- young poet thinks she has thus I Tells of Amusement of Early I damaged during the windstoi
Members of the maintenance de
Elizabeth Per ham. Janette Boone
been compromised he Insists that I
Settlers in America.
urday.
sary to sleep double, so In register
Rossiter, Gladys M. Sibbert, Martha partment have been busy during the ing students are requested to do so among the writings of others, Scott, cation should not end so long as some one of the vicarage must
The elms on the oval a
John Mason Brown, visiting pro
Warne, Lewis Ambrose, Jemima past few days. They have been re in pairs in order to facilitate the ar Dickens, Eliot, etc. the world life Itself continues,
marry her. Consequently in quick
m ost They carry many »
chooses to accept this untrue and I
No Longer Abstract,
Bateman, Joseph A. Baty, Carl F. pairing floors in South hall, clean rangements at the camp.
succession, and with some repeti- fessor in dramatics, spoke on the ready from previous battles x
unfair
interpretation
of
the
Jewish
“It
is
not
infrequent,”
said
Miss
Bealle, Leo J. Kottas, Charles N. ing up the broken limbs thrown on
t ion. she gets engaged to both Geof “Pioneer Theater” this morning in elements. This recent coml
Ireland, “that our curriculum faces
There is wonderful fishing in character.
Mason, Emma Neffner. Neal M. Kel the campus by the storm last Satur
frey and Sir Henry. This is the sit the Little Theater as the fifth of added more evidence of the t
riticlsm that It traius us only
“The play,” says Rabbi Wolsey.
son, Jean Paterson, Dorothy Tup- day, getting rooms ready for the Lake Ronan; there is good boating
uation at the beginning of the | the series of six lectures given by that goes on continuaUy betv
the English department.
per, Catherine Johnson, James W. Northwest Crime association in and the swimming is fine. The cost “was concocted during a time when for abstract thinking. This, of fourth and last act.
Mr. Brown traced the develop elms and the wind. They
Johnson, M. Virginia McGlumphy, South hall and remodeling the vault of the trip does not include boat denunciation of all things Jewish course, is less true of modern-day
There will be no reserved s<
education
than
of
education
of
ear
hire, but this Is nominal.
was considered a popular pastime,
ment of the pioneer theater from nature very brittle and Sat
in the registrar’s office. All this
Tickets will go on sale Saturda
(Continued on Page Two)
lier times. I t is au old criticism
Colonial
times. America in the storm was almost more thl
when
war
and
bloodshed
were
cul
The
journey
and
Its
scenic
attrac
work comes in addition to their reg
the Little Theater. Admission
which hds clung on despite the
early days had a kind of theater could stand.
ular duties of earing for the campus tions, the camp and its varied lures, tivated.
be 50 cents for summer school
Vines were torn from tl
changing
treud
of
education.”
I
that
no
other
country has ever
Origin
of
“Mcrclianl.”
and buildings, including the opera the lake and its matchless charm—
dents and 75 cents for others.
CALENDAR
Miss Ireland charged all state
known. It was centered mostly In end of the library and a m
The source from which Shake
these combine to make this one of
tion of the steam plant. *
Week Beginning July 18, 1929.
ash
just north of Science h
the Eastern and Middle states,
speare derived his suggestion for teachers to keep in view the
Several of the floors in South hall the most deUghtful week-ends that
All Week—Art exhibit, Art de
along the Mississippi and in the fered severe injury, h r tt
the University has ever arranged. the play was a popular novel which “Seven Aims of Education”—health, OLD COSTUMES
partment, Main hall. Reproduc are being replaced on account of the Early registration will greatly aid was read widely in the great play worthy usage of the tools of learn
backwoods. For a long time it was forts to save it workmen Ki
tions of Russian paintings, 60 terrazzo floors becoming cracked.
ARE FEATURED the only theater that existed east plid balm to its wounds and
Professor Severy in making his a r wright's day. However, the true ing, worthy home membership, effi
original imaginative drawings of This work Wlll.be completed by the rangements for the details of the source may be found in a biography cient vocation, good citizenship,
of the AUeghenules. From that time it with poles and wires, ee
IN ART EXHIBIT It has grown until now we have blown down and the camp
Henry C'anzler, and 50 prints of time school opens again in the fall. trip.
of one of Rome's popes. In this worthy use of leisure and a worthy
About ninety members of the Anticostumes of I860.
the showboats on the Mississippi, littered with broken brand
biography a legend is related telling ode of ethic
Crime
association
which
will
meet
Thursday, July 18.—Last day
Styles of 1860 Were Not De which are similar to the old pioneer twigs.
of a remark concerning n rumor
"The teacher should never
to sign up for week-end excursion in Missoula this week are to be
signed
for
Hot
Weather.
then
ON that Sir Francis Drake had cap fearful of the new,” declared 1
to National Bison preserve. Sign taken care of at South hall during
tured certain Spanish possession In Ireland, “but should ever be
What the amusement of tin early
their stay here in the city.
Open Shelf Is
in president’s office before 4 p.m.
The Art < hibit this week is three settlers was like is seen in a re
the New, World The remark was readiness to use and make the i
TRIP
TO
CLINTON
Friday, July 19—Band concert,
The storm in Missoula last Satur
nsists
of
a
col
fold
in
nature
It
co
(Continued on Page Two)
view of these old theaters. Mr. By Summer Stud
(Continued on page three)
University oval, 7 :30 p. m. Hard day was more lenient with the trees
in ts published Brown told something of the early
lection of G( dey pr1
Memberg of the Systematic Bottimes party, North hall parlors, on the campus than it was in some
The Open Shelf Is betoj
from 858 to 1875, which shows and remarkable conditions under
9-12 p. m. For summer students of the other spots of the city for no any class left this afternoon on a
styles mil co itumes of those days. which these plays were presented, quite extensively by sumd)
and faculty. Cards, dancing, re trees weer uprooted. However, sev field trip to the canyon north of
Mr. Riedell bought these prints and something of the travel condi sion students, according to Mi
freshments. Good music. No ad eral of the trees were split off and CUnton, 20 miles east of Missoula.
years ago, pa ring a nickel for the tions in the Middle suites. This t rude Buckhous, librarian, |
mission charge but everyone must one tree was nearly blown over. The The purpose of the trip Is to exam
entire tolled! >n. Now he estimates development followed the trails portion it is being used as *
be dressed in old clothes. Prizes tree that was nearly lost Is east of ine the flora in that district. The
t are worth several dollars each, through the woods, river transporta during the regular session. J
for costumes.
the Old Science building and at students have taken their evening
Montana's “M” on the face of then a student in the School of For
The Open Book Shelf is
states that should anyone, rind tion, steamboats, the covered wa
Saturday, July 20—Week-end present it is supported with a guy lunches along which they will eat Mount Sentinel is the one tangible estry, surveyed the site of the pres in modern attire, feel oppressed with gon and then the railroad.
upper reading room in the-I
in the woods tonight and later will
excursion to National Bison pre rope.
ent
“M”
and
It
was
built
In
the
fall
he heat of the summer, he would
N. Ludlow and Saul Smith were It contains a variety of boos
symbol the campus lius of Its loyal
serve; 120-mile round trip ex
As the shelves in the vault of the return to the city.
of 1914, measuring 110 feet square. suggest that they come and view the two great leaders of the pio may be read in the libr&rsj
cursion to the U. 8. game pre registrar’s office did not provide
One of the most pleasant phases ties, traditions, and school spirit.
Election.
neer theater movement.
Joseph dents or taken out as au
One of the most strictly observed
The “M” itself has grown, ns has
serve on the lower Flathead adequate space for the files the car of the class In Systematic Botany is
second feature of the exhibit Jefferson’s father played in these book.
traditions of the campus, that of
where there are herds of bison, penters of the maintenance depart the field trip. According to J. W. the chool. In the earlier days there the painting of the “M,” has grown ls a collection of Imaginative works theaters and Jefferson himself re
elk, deer, and antelope. The road ment have been busy remodeling Severy, in the canyon to which the was a much smaller “M” construct around Montana’s letter. Twice ti by Ileury Kanzler. Mr. Knnzler was ceived his early training in them.
leads to the top of the mountain them and putting In additional ones. class is going are to be found rep ed of wood and raised on props. In year, once In tho fall and again In a graduate of Cornell and a student Edward Forest and the elder Booth
Little Theater
from which there is a splendid
resentatives of practicaUy all the time It wore out and a larger one, the spring, the freshmen of the
rchitecture. This collection is are others and nearly all of the
view of the mountain ranges.
more important flowering plants again of wood, was constructed in school climb the mountain-, usually unusual. In It Mr. Knnzler sought great actors that America has pro
Be Cool for P
Perrys Visitors
Lunch at the mountain top. No
1913. But in 1914, a windstorm tore ignoring the zigzag path and pre to portray the mysterious and sub duced received their early work in
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Perry who which grow in the Northwest.
hiking. Everyone will see wild have been visiting In Missoula left
through the valley, comparative to ferring “straight up,” to repaint It tle forces In the world that wreck this way.
The audience in the |
game dose a t hand. Evening Tuesday for Butte. Mr, Perry is a
the one which Missoula experi In bright white. And regardless of man’s plans and works.
Waters Here
Mr. Brown got most of the ma Theater will enjoy the roifl
meal on Mission creek. Leave graduate of the University in Jour
Dr. C. W. Waters, of the botany enced last Saturday, which tore the conditions, the tradition is unquali
The third feature of the exhibit terial for his review of the pioneer comedy, MMary» Mary Quitj
Main hall a t 8 a. m*, and return nalism. He has been working for department, returned to Missoula new “M” down, and deposited the fiedly carried out.
Is a collection of reproductions of theater from memoirs of these early trary,” Tuesday and Wedn
evening of same day. Corbin hall papers in Seattle and Tacoma. Mrs. from Yellow Bay on. Flathead lake wreckage at the foot of the moun
Tho “M” may thus be seen from a the works of Charles M. Russell, actors and through books w ritten by evenings, July 23 and 24, K
boarders with own cars 50c, with Perry was formerly Charlotte Plum at the beginning of the week for tain, In the athletic field.
great distance by autoists entering Montana’s cowboy artist. This por French and English visitors to comfort. Sprinklers wiU «
out cars $3.25; others with own mer.
the roof of t-ne building;
the purpose of getting books and ap
“M” Bu'U in Mi*.
the valley from the west. And by tion of the exhibit was furnished by America at the time.
cars $1.25, without cars $4. Sign
paratus to continue his work on
By this time it bccfliHe evident it they are made aware of the Uni Mr. Thomas Swearingen from his
Next week the last of the series water throughout the day
up in president’s office before 4
Mary Laux, instructor in physical botanical specimens in that locality. that “to build one’s house upon a versity. But it is only by being a personal collection. It consists of of lectures will be given by Pro after sundown so as to ^
p. m., Thursday.
education, spent the week-end in He returned to Yellow Bay Tuesday rock” could practicably bo applied student that one may realize the light framed pictures and twelve fessor Rufus Coleman on “West theater cool.
Butte.
afternoon.
to the “M.” James Bonner, who was significance its holds.
prints.
ern Literature.”

W olsey Tells Ireland Asks
ModernViewsl Co-Operation
Held O n Jew O f Teachers

V

1 raced by Brown

BOTANY CLASS

Vs

PRESENT “ M” ON SENTINEL
BUILT IN FA LL OF 1914

|

w
[A

■Montana Kaimin
f t Thursday during the Summer
^■Associated Students of the Uni■ r e lt y of Montana.
|nd class matter at Missoula,
nder the act of Congress,
March 3, 1879.
.................. Editor
..Associate Editor
..Associate Editor
P®011 ~ .................. Associate Editor
....Elsie Heioksen
.....| ....Bob Davis
1Thomas..............Business Manager

iSTORY OF TH E WEST
pince the summer-quarter sesHpp the State University was in
f la te d , announcement has been
laf the work of the quarter is ar^ f t u t the main theme, “ Montana.”
I n n e r The Kaimin is specially inP in work which is being done in
~Hepartments in which this theme
feified.
Jher it is the history, the science or
feature of Montana, there is a fine
resented for constructive study and
Eve results here. Nor does the opity end with these particular lines;
|>mics and its allied fields, there is
te chance. The research which is
fcbndncted by University scientists
tthead lake has received apprecia
[lament from many quarters. Presi
’lap]) has had in mind for a long time
irvey of Montana which, w!hen funds
( i t possible, will be of inestimable
It.
latter what direction the student’s
dation may take there is in Montana,
and present, inviting opportunity for
J l^ ^ S jL a n d for helpful research. In most
these directions, the opportunity is perf jjanent. But the time is passing when the
intimate story of the state’s birth and
growth can be learned first-hand from
those who were participants in the making
of Montana.
| I t seems to The Kaimin that no student
should leave the campus without the de
termination to glean these first-hand facts
in his own region, as son and as thorough
ly as possible. The collection of this ma
terial and its subsequent compilation
Would result in the accurate presentation
i of a story of dramatic interest and on deep
I significance. -

a night under the stars or a tramp through
Montana sunshine when John Burroughs
would impart by his very personality that
inspiration which Mr. Roosevelt would get
from the contact. Mr. Roosevelt gathered
something worth while wherever he went
and with whomever he talked.
But the drifter, who—unobserving and
unheeding—slips along through these op
portunities and past these contacts, gets
nothing because he is unobserving and un
heeding. He just drifts and is content
with drifting; he is not the thorough-going
cruiser who gathers something more than
barnacles as he voyages.
Manifestly, there must be effective re
ception as well as intelligent dispatch of
ideas and ideals if the summer quarteror any other quarter—is to realize the
suggestion made by Dr. Clapp.

WARM ENOUGH?
ETERAN newspaper makers tell us
that the surest way to bring on a
storm is to write an advance story
about the fine weather. If this is so, The
Kaimin, seeking to moderate the tempera
ture and to make some rain, ventures the
comment that these are 'warm days and
dry—warmer than the campus is accus
tomed to and dryer than even Mr. Vol
stead would desire.
“ Is it warm enough for you?” is suf
ficient cause for murder; any-jury would
return a verdict of justifiable homicide.
And i t ’s certainly dry, except where the
desks of The Kaimin are located—there
are pools of perspiration there. If there
were only a storm cellar into which we
might retreat—but that would defeat the
purpose of this outburst.
Yet there are some summer-quarter so
journers on the campus who say that we
don’t know here what hot weather really
is—but The Kaimin insists that it is hot.
If there’s any merit in that old news-sop
axiom, this should bring relief.

V1

Know Our Campus
By Nettle Hand.
“Custer’s Last Fight,” painted by
E. S. Paxson, Montana’s famous
artist, and valued at $25,000, hangs
to the left as the student enters the
Natural Science building.
If you have not become acquaint
ed with this valuable work of art
you should do so before leaving our
campus. Of the many features of
historical and artistic value on our
campus this is indeed an important
one.
You should also become acquaint
ed with E. S. Paxson, artist, colonel,
and Indian scout, who, it is said,
spent 20 years on this picture. He
spent 20 years thinking, feeling and
talking about it! Everything he
did centered on it, and it is today
perhaps the most realistic battle
picture in America.
The artist was a wiry, little man
with curly, gray hair and mustache
and deep-set blue eyes. He spent
seven years of actual work on the
painting of “Custer’s Last Fight,”
though, as mentioned before, he
spent 20 years in all, thinking and
planning it. During that time there
was a period during the SpanishAmerican war when he served his
country in the First Montana regi
ment
After the war he returned to his
picture with renewed interest, and
made many visits to the battlefield,
going over the exact spots where
each man fought and fell. He gathered about him all the Indians who
had taken part in the fight, and
induced them to go over the battle
field with him—Two-Moons, fight
ing chief of the Cheyennes, was one
of them—and he scoured the coun
try for officers who were with
General Reno.
The picture shows 200 figures of
United States soldiers, Indians and
scouts. Among them are General
Custer* Captain Tom Custer, Cap
tain G. W. Yates and Indian Chiefs
Crazy Horse, Gall, JRafn-in-theFace and Two-Moons. The faces
were largely taken from actual pho
tographs, many of the men being
personal friends' of the artist.
General Custer occupies the cen
ter of the picture, where he stands,
fatally wounded, supported by Ad
jutant Cook. Nearby is a dying
trumpeter, vainly trying to sound a
•all in the direction of Reno’s bat
talion. The canvas throbs with ac
tion, heroism and strength; one can
almost hear the fire of the carbines
and the whoop of the triumphant
Sioux and Cheyennes.
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Up the BlackSoot

Society

Loggers, Barbers, Bad
Men All Talked Over.

MARJORIE STARK MARRIED.
Miss Marjorie L’Von Stark of
Missoula and Chester F. Kavanagh
of Havre were married in, Shelby
last Thursday noon. The attend
ants were Mr. and Mrs. J. W. John
son, sister and brother-in-law of the
groom.
Mrs. Kavanagh has been employed
as assistant in the office of the reg
istrar at the University. Mr. Kav
anagh attended the State University
one year. He is a member of Phi
Sigma Kappa. For the past two
years he studied at the University
of Washington, specializing in jour
nalism and ad writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Kavanagh left after
the ceremony for Glacier National
park, where they will spend a week.
After that they will be at home in
Havre, where Mr. Kavanagh is ad
vertising manager for the Hill Coun
ty Journal.

By The Pilgrim.
Lunch in Blackfoot canyon was
not inaugurated on the idea of ab
stemiousness in regard to food
Here Johnny’s three rules for health
(Eat much; drink all you
avoid bursting) narrowed down to
the last. Absolute nonchalance about
physical intactness seemed to domi
nate the group. Already requite by
all laws of cause and effect, campera minimized evidence of capacity
and leaped without tedious delay at
first call of “SECONDS.” If the
way to a man’s heart Is really
through the stomach, statistics
could have been compiled here that
it is a long, long trail.
The gentleman from Cliieago, who,
cremated by his sympathetic widow
in an endeavor to get him warm, com
plained so bitterly of the draft when
the incinerator door opened, might
have been interested in Bonner’s
huge burner for waste lumber, an
inferno 100 fet high with heavy
metal gauze on top for safety.

LEACH ENGAGEMENT.
Announcement was made of the
marriage early in August of Miss
Eleanor Leach of Missoula and L.
Lawrence Warden of Seattle, at a
luncheon given by Miss Leach at her
home last Wednesday evening.
Miss Leach is a graduate of the
State University and was a mem
ber of Kappa Alpha Theta. Mr.
Warden graduated from the Univer
sity in 1925 and was a member of
Alpha Tau Omega.

Even the logger gets subtle rules
of conduct: Turn out lights; P. C.
D. (economical for Please Close
Door, evidently); Don’t throw lunch
scraps here, but us* conveyor chain
(about the last word in conveni
ence?) ; Books give information,
SWIMMING PARTY.
knowledge, power. Read at the
Last Friday evening a swimming
Bonner Library a t Hotel Margaret; party and dance were given as en
Your Pay Check’s on F ire ; Be Care tertainment for summer session stu
ful.
dents.
The pool in the men’s gymnasium
“Don’t talk to the workmen,” how was opened a t 7 :30 o’clock to all
those
who cared to take a plunge,
ever, has become by a swipe of blue
chalk, “Don’t talk to the women,” and aquatic spots provided further
made plausible by a museum of pic diversion.
At 8 :30 o’clock the swimmers
tures on the wall to the right fea
turing maidens of all styles of pul went to North hall where they were
chritude from 1907 on. Other walls joined by other students and fac
are historic: ante-bellum newspaper ulty members and dancing occupied
pictures of the slain arch-duke, the the rest of the evening.
Montana Daily Record for Decem
ber 20,1913, when Dad Farley plant Mrs. Lewis Lansing entertained at
ed Old Glory at the top of Jumbo; a tea Wednesday for her sister, Mrs.
even a clipping predicting rolled Richard Crandell of New York City.
hose, showing possibilities. Modern Mrs. Crandell was formerly Kath
styles in loggers heaved lumber un erine Keith, and is a graduate of
der red and green jellies. The only the State University. Mr. Crandell
touch of domesticity came in a worn j is assistant city editor of the New
blue egg-beater for mixing glue to York Herald-Tribune.
fasten wire reel material more firm
ly. And if you hear one long fire
Mrs. Eugene Finch will arrive in
whistle, it means the sawmill; two Missoula Sunday from California.
blasts is for planer and packer; She will visit her mother, Mrs. Mar
three blasts, the y ard ; four, the ho tin Hutchens of Missoula. Mr.
tel and residence; five blasts, the Finch was formerly an instructor in
barn.
English a t the University.

D oras Letter
Editor’s Note: Dumb Dora has returned to the campj,
after a short visit at home with her folks.
Dear Maw and Paw :
Believe it or not, this summer school is doggoned hot. Th
isn’t said of the weather alone; I ’m talking now of the who!
darned tone of the summer session here at the “ U.” The ligj,
ning howled and the thunder flew.
These here school teachers are havin’ a grand and glono,
time, runnin’ around all through the night, neglecting the towe
clock’s chime. They chase around and just raise hob. Wj(
murder they get by. ’Tis well Dean Sedman’s off the job,,
there’s be a hue and cry.
Ye know I like these week-end trips. I ’ve always had a cnal
on that Professor Severy, but in the general rush I ’m usually t
the rear of the line, when he gives a trail talk, and my pnttj
winning, little smile doesn’t even make him balk. Goin’ to tb
Bison range this Saturday, they say. Goin’ out and play wit
the buffalos to pass the time away. I ain’t a-scared of buffalo,
not on your life I ain’t. I ’ve been up before Dean Sedman, aa
even then I didn’t faint.
Had a swimmin’ party, here, about a week ago. The figut,
in those bathing suits would make a gosling crow. From ta
to short, from fat to lean, all assorted shapes. And bathh
suits! Wonder where they got those awful drapes! Some i
’em were big enough to wrap up battleships; ’twould be a
inspiration for makers of comic strips.
Say, Paw, how ’bout some money? Can’t live on love, y<
know. Especially during the summer. These farmers are t(
darned slow. I gotta have spondulix soon. I ’ll telegraph t
morra. I ’ll sign off, now, and hit the hay.
Yer lovin’ dawtter,
DORA

WOLSEY TELLS OF
Representative of
VIEW HELD ON JE^
Publishing H o u s e
(Continued from Page One)
Holds Book Display

made by a Christian to a Jew, wi
’Learn to Study,” By Horn, Includ expressed doubt a t to its autto
ed in Exhibit Held in
ticity, but declared that he woil
Library.
give “A pound of flesh,” if it w®
true. The Christian then demand)
The Jeschke-Potter-Gillet “Better
a wager, staking a thousand piee
English” and the Horn “Learn to
of money against the other’s “pool
Study” readers, both of which are
of flesh.” When the rumor wi
MONTANA TEACHERS
in use in Montana schools, were
verified, the Christian endeavon
among the books exhibited in the
to obtain the pound of flesh. T1
front hall of the library this week
ONTANA
Teachers
for
Mon
case was finally appealed to tl
U
by E. C. Elkema, representative of
tana Schools” was a topic for
pope, who censored both partra
Ginn and company.
and, declaring such a contract!
discussion at a recent Educat
Other books of interest on exhibit be unlawful, fined each heavily.
ors’ dinner held on the campus.
were a new set of Pennell and Cu
This might well be a topic for discussion
The Trial Scene,
sack readers by Mary E. Pennell
wherever a few are gathered together.
Rabbi Wolsey next directed hisai
former superintendent of schools of
tention
to
the trial scene in tin
Why not? Don’t other states favor their
Kansas City, and Alice M. Cusack,
director of kindergarten and pri “Merchant of Venice.* He potato
own people? What about California’s na
mary work, also of Kansas City. out the inconsistencies and shea
tive sons and daughters? Aren’t our
This new set of books, which in follies of the trial. First the tori
schools of higher learning preparing our
cludes a pre-primer is just off the was declared valid whereupon Shy
teachers well enough to fill the classrooms
press and is the result of three years lock was condemned for enteriq
in this sta te ?.
forced to consider the accusation of
of national research. According to into such a contract; he was pot
We will grant that the teachers in the Lewis Mumford:
Mr. Elkema this set is receiving a ished while Antonia was rewarded
In 1864, said Professor Phillips,
DRIFTERS AND CRUISERS United
although both were guilty of the
States do not receive the intensive “The truth is that the life of the came the first barber, really a hair
great deal of attention.
preparation that instructors do in Europe, pioneer was bare and insufficient; dresser whose big business was dye IMLAY IS LEADER
The Kelty-Tryon United States same offense. The declaration node
he
did
not
really
face
nature,
he
that Shylock could have the pood
ON
HONOR
ROLL
History
and
the
new
series
of
AtHE Kaimin refers once more to the but we do know that there is a very slight
ing men’s liair and whose avocation,
wood-Thomas geographies were ex of flesh but, as the contract did not
evidently, peeling the scalp as well.
counsel given by President Clapp difference in the requirements between evaded society.”
Perhaps we might have come To improve undoubted personal
(Continued from Page One)
hibited. The Kelty-Tryon history specify for the letting of blood, that
at the beginning of the summer states, especially between Montana and eventually
to a similar conclusion,
books are soon to be submitted for he must take it without sheddftt
many of her neighboring states, from had we not been blinded by the sen charm and virility, he installed or Elsie Magnuson, Rostmond Peder adoption
quarter—not to make the summer-quarter
in this state. They are any blood, is a legal fallacy, as it
tightened curls. Was it also then,
work so serious and so heavy as to pre “ whence cometh” these invaders.
timentalist. To read some descrip as now, easier to start a barber son, Floyd H. Phillips, Warren H. arranged on the unity or Morrison is commonly recognized in all con
Our University conducts a very efficient tions of western migration one than to stop one? Did shavees Stillings, Mary A Wilsn, Mrs. Mary plan, which is said to be the most tracts that the greater covers tie
clude the possibility of obtaining contact
with people, places and phases of life department for recommendation of teach would think it composed largely of gagged with lather lay powerless to A. Young, Curtis W. Barnes, Ed modern trend in education today. lesser. Then after robbing the Jet
i which contain, in themselves, the very fin ers. There are available teachers on the chosen bands of heroes. He who reply to Hell Gate weather futuri ward F. Becker, Rachael Clark, The new series of Atwood-Thomas of his jewels and household posses
Dorothy O. Draper, Cecil Dunn, Ha geographies are just off the press sions, after robbing him of bh
campus who will welcome a personal in •eads the diary of Mary A. Walker, ties and Paul Bunyan sagas?
est essence of education.
wife of Elkanah «Walker, an early
zel Larson, Paul Lemmon, Joseph and are arranged on what is known daughter and her loyalty and affec
i '■ Theodore Boosevelt said there was more terview.
M. Mjolness, Kathryn L. Munro,
missionary to the Indians in North
tion and relieving him of all bi>
Montana superintendents, if you have a eastern Washington, can easily dis A splendid chance. to collect a Walter G. Pritchett, Marjorie B. as the one-cycle plus plan.
; of inspiration and education in a hike
wealth and forcing Chrlsti&nft|
through the mountains with John Bur vacancy, take advantage of our Recom cern the bickerings and fault past came in those days, a t any Stewart, George Tippett, Thomas Ginn and company are the pub upon him, the author depicts him as
rate, when road agents of firm, he
roughs, than many people obtain from a mendation Committee, and find, if pos findings of such a man, for in roic type, broadly mustached, flour W. Bonner, Sture T. Carlson, Edith lishers of Bradley Geology, written saying, “I am content”
by John Hodgdon Bradley, associate words are a t variance with the na
college course. That was undoubtedly sible, a Montana teacher for the position. stance, as the Rev. Mr. Spaulding, ished unassaulted. Quick on the N. Conklin, Mrs. Marjorie Easton, professor
of geology at the Univer
Helen F. Krebs, Anna Larson, Irene
t is as dishonest for a writer to
ture, training and religious beliefr?
true of Mr. Roosevelt; it is easy to imagine —N. H.
trigger, their guide for procedure
McClelland, Sally M. McMurdo, sity of Montana. This book is in as is most of the play—with Jewlri
place the early pioneers on pedestals
was, “Professor
Phillips says,
use
in
the
higher institutions in Bil
James A McNally, Phillip D. Pat: is to seek to drag them in the
thought
number of readers today, literary
“When in doubt, shoot!” By this
tersan, Faithe D. Shaw, John lings, Bozeman, Dillon and in the
dust. Emerson Hough may misrep“Some Phases of Jewish Thought”
taste is gradually improving. The esent Jim Bridger as a chronic method casual acquaintances almost Thomas Sullivan, Emily S. Thrall- State University.
was the title of Rabbi Wolsey’s sec
astonishing vogue for biography, drunkard, but let us not forget that died so many times as to become kill, Wilma Shubert, Margaret A
ond discussion which was given ia
lively prospects for cemetery dem
Daly, Stanley R. Davison, G. Ken
popular science, and travel is sig
offset this misrepresentation
the Little Theater on Friday after
onstrators. The welcome guest kept neth Denton, Kester D. Flock, Ruth Convention Visitors
Tim literature may be fairly for the early memoirs. Nevertheless, nificant. Better children’s reading other pioneers have been well-nigh
his clouds out of other men’s sky, M. Gillespie, Ruth B. Johnson, E.
Stay at South Hall noon.
for
the
purpose
of
the
general
read
minder four beads:
The
naturally follows that of the adult, sainted. Let these mountain and and made the. most decided success
•The Jewish interpretation of
Leonard Kenfield, Francis R. King,
jatary. the Melodramatic, the er this type of record has two fatal for it is carefully supervised in the plains men be human; their stature by tending his own business. With
Felicia McLemore, Thomas E. Moo Dozens of delegates, many of them life,” declared Rabbi Wolsey, “does
disadvantages: much of it is unin
sufficiently tall. In our concern
a
touch
of
man-eating
tiger,
road
better class of public libraries. One’s
Jtal* the Realistic.
ney, Marvin E. Mork, Marie New- with their wives, arrived in Missou not involve race or racial differ
teresting ; much of it is inaccessible.
for Marcus Whitman we nearly lost
agents made one realize an ounce of gard, Mary J. Pardee, Marian H.
faith is shaken at times, however,
are neither exclusive
How often one comes across the
la yesterday and today to attend the ences; race does not exist in Jew
sight of his wife Narcissa, that
future was worth a pound of past. Shaw, Nelda G. Talbert, Barbara
ive. They constantly el- diary, repetitious, jejune. Much of at the sight of garish covers on the bright woman of the golden hair.
ninth annual conference of the ish understanding.” “I f there ever
After one acrimonious altercation, a Terrett, Anna A Wynn.
news stands. Is it possible that the
It is this indi8criminating eulogy square-faced gent with Russian
Northwest Association of Sheriffs existed a pure race it has long since
other; nevertheless, they “The Lewis and Clark Journal,”
increased cost of the novel has mere
that gives point to such shrewd ap
and Police which is being Held in vanished in the forward progress of
leutly representative to be despite occasional relieving episodes,
beard was said to become sa caus
ly driven these same readers to purcivilization, Even in the Old Testa
James
Harrington,
Force
Baney,
is of this amorphous type. Yet the
praisals as that of Mr. Mumford.
tically vehement as to carve his vic- James McNally and Edward Murray the city Thursday, Friday and Sat ment may be found the blending of
chae instead the cheap magazine?
urday.
diary per se need not be dull. One
In any extended talk on books
B Documentary,
time and eat the latter’s liver, spent the week-end in Butte.
The
expansiveness
and
turmoil
of
races.”
rarely finds a more fascinating
how often has the term “immoral”
.The University has prepared ac
rst group constitutes the inthe West have made literary ex been bandied about? Almost every thereby winning the pseudonym of
“The Bible,’ stated Rabbi Wolsey,
chronicle that that of John C. F
commodations in South hall for 90
pbum* of all western ma
“Liver Eatin’ Johnson.” And 14
other third of the conversation had
mont. I still recall staying up most ploitation inevitable.” Pot boilers” small town has its unofficial board
of
the members of the association “should supply a base for adapta
ted on history or tradition.
counts on Dempsey would have
as
well
as
nuggets
have
come
from
no
chance
to
loosen
either
left
hand
of one night to find out what hap
tion between the old and the new
of censorship. Yet up to, the last meant nothing in early pugilistic
during their stay in Missoula,
[flUistra tions immediately
on cards or right on gun. They had
pened next Although Professor Ves western gulches. Notwithstanding few years stories of the West have
and not a cause of contention be
Kfjsiml—“The Lewis and
amenities. One O’Neill and friend
Saturday afternoon the visitors
to bury this party of the last part,
tal asserts that it is highly colored, his artistry, Bret Harte himself is gone practically unnoticed and even
tween these two, forces of life.
fought all afternoon and evening for
jurnal,” “The David Thompgent, gun, cards and all. Road will be taken on a tour of the city early times, when the individual
to most of us its rouge is imper not guiltless. His decayed Southern et there is a tendency to be apolo
•atives", the Columbia river
gentlemen thinly disguised as gam getic in speaking of them. There is 230 rounds; there was no winner, agents* orders in those days might which will Include a visit to the held a very obscure position In so
ceptible.
just a draw. In all pecuniary
jes of Ross Clark; the Astor
blers and his sentimental red-shirted
have been considered peremptory, State University. Following the tour ciety, responsibility tot sin was be
Then, too, the historical document miners deceive only the simple of only one thing worse than being stress, their method of procedure
jnerille records assembled
a trout fry win be held for the via
but certainly not enigmatic.
lieved to be collective. But with
itten by Washington Irving, is increasingly difficult to obtain. heart. And who save the gaping criticized; that is being ignored or was: Before trying finance, try
itors in Greenough park.
the development of the importance
iH pouraal,’ the two Vlgi- For instance, “Vigilante Days and schoolboy would for a moment take being patronized.
fianesse. One predatory expedition
Luke S. May, president of the as of the individual in later times, this
The Realistic.
Heat in the canyon made strange
gjints og Dimsdale and Ways” (more readable than the Zane Grey’s Buck Duane or, to
netted $600 in 20 minutes, and by
The fourth group, the realists, has stealing horss, robbing hotels, sa but palpable manifestations of shift- sociation, attended a dinner given belief was changed to individual re
Ind, coming closer to our earlier account of Dimsdale) and change the scene to the movies, the
at the Florence hotel last evening
Bpltone’s collection of anec- “Following Old Trails” are both out dashing Tom Mix as a bonafide arisen in the last decade. With high loons, and stages they soon became leesness. None who could lie down a t which the president’s staff and sponsibility for sin.*
Genesis, according to Jewish con
i<£ reminiscence, “Following of print. It is interesting to note Westerner? And yet the literary disdain for the melodramatic or the an unincorporated and unlimited sat; none stood who could s it
members of the board of governors
viction, is thought legendary, ft
Ps.*l These are only a few that Hoffman Birney in his articles sons and daughters of Harte, with sentimental, each member strives “to asylum for the receipt of restless,
attended.
[prer-growing mass of docu- on the early West which ran in out his skill, flourish today. Con paint the thing as he sees it for the unwise dollars.
the
ancient Jewish books it is said
Gentlemen of early Montana as
Mrs. C. L. Smith, president of the
Tlio historical sections of “The Saturday Evening Post” (for tent with a smattering of superfici- good of things as they are.” And
they imbibed apparently grew more Missoula Women’s dub, is cooper that God made the world and de
when
he
falls,
he
fails
either
the
first
two
installments
see
the
is
jjrontler," a magazine of the
stroyed it, remade it and destroyed
Professor Phfllips’ talk at Black- and more volatile and mercurial
alities, they ply a ready pen. One
fat. published at the State sues for February 23 and March 2) composes a travesty on Butte and through lack of talent or through foot canyon was quite impromptu What with growslng and sluicing, ating with the Chamber of Com it again. This He did many times
j^tl of Montana, add authen- borrows extensively from the three calls it “Perch of the Devil.” An excess of zeal. These enthusiasts and full of unexpectedness. By they stayed perpetually oiled, a merce in handling the entertainment until a t last He created the world as
of the wives of the members of the we know It. This interpretation
have long been sojourners in the
in Nvhieh not only the his- sources mentioned above.
other makes a dash through Glacier land, in the spirit if not in the body. agreement between him and Mr. state of alcoholic comfort well this association.
E t should be interested, | The Melodramatic and Sentimental. park and, presto—a new book.
presents a rational background tor
Severy, members of the audience side of inebriety but seemingly con
They
have
no
pot
to
boll
or
a
t
least
ppdent of English as well. | Although the melodramatic and
the fitting together of the views of
Continually we are admonished not a very big one. Their interests might drop to sleep as necessary; ducive to any easy decline to that
lilgh school in the state pos- sentimental stories are as persistent
FOGARTY, KE1LY VISIT.
the
fundamentalists and believers in
state
of
affability.
when
the
last
one
was
gone,
the
I ! KJfequate means should pro- as mustard and tumbleweed, library that the frontier is passing. We do are two-fold: historical and remin talk was to stop. (This expedient,
evolution.
\ Tgeif with as complete an his- statistics tend to show that they are not need to be reminded. The facts iscent or contemporaneous.
Gerald Fogarty and “Bud" Klely,
however, never became necessary.)
“Free will,” said Rabbi Wolsey,
The ready courage, the alertness former University students, were
James Stevens, Stanley Vestal i “Thank you!” said he genially (to
T l^ B le c tio n as possible. The slowly being weeded o u t The sweet speak for themselves. But that is
is another belief in the Jewish
H i I new historical library smile of Pollyanna fades alike with not the worst of i t The pioneer and Frank Bird Linderman are ex Carl snapping pictures of the group) in emergency, aU the beet things of visitors a t the Phi Sigma Kappa creed.”
is being attacked as he rare cellent examples of those who repre
the past when life was no sinecure, house over the week-end. They were
H at Helena is but the latest the grin of the Cheshire c a t De- himself
____________
___ ______
In concluding, Rabbi Wolsey said,
ly
was in real_____
life. And
shocking sent the p ast The sympathy of Ste- in the middle of a story about Montana has Inherited. Only a
of an increasing concern
en rente to Seattle. Fogarty is a
Messrs. Fox and Bull, who, yelling
spite the tremendous Increase in the | as It Is to family pride, "we are
l 5*
misanthrope could fail to appreciate former football man, having won "These are a few of the phases we
(Continued on page four)
"hands up” shot so quickly that the his good fortune.
need to incorporate into modernhis “M" in 1928.
day life.”
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Calls for Teachers
Library Extension University Graduate
Sprinklers Again
Number 261 During
Commission Lacks Teaches in World’s
Our
Public Finds Many
Last Year; Maddock Traveling Expenses
Largest High School
Uses for Them.
Many Graduates Placed, It Is Indi
cated by Report of Recommenda
tions Board.
Two hundred and sixty-one calls
for teachers were received by the
board of recommendations a t the
University during the year ending
July 1, according to Professor W.
B. Maddock, who is chairman of the
board. Services were rendered In
the interests of 314 teachers, the
report made by Mr. Maddock shows.
The approximate number of let
ters sent out In connection with
University candidates seeking teach
ing positions was 8,800, and the
number of sets of confidential pa
pers sent out was 1,773.
Calls for numerous subjects to
teach were received a t Professor
Maddock's office. English leads
with 59. History and social science
are second with 34, and commercial
work comes third with 30. Mathe
matics, science, Latin, elementary
positions, music and dramatics and
public speaking all are In the twen
ties.
Other positions mentioned in the
report are administration, home eco
nomics, coaching, modern language,
journalism, normal training, radio,
rural, agriculture, art, library, man
ual training, physical education,
secretary to principal, dean of girls
and dean of boys.
The figures given on this year's
report are about the same as those
of last year. They vary little from
year to year, according to Mr. Mad
dock.

Truck Moves
And Professor Will Go
Shaveless.
“The best laid plans of mice and
men gang a ft agley.” Particularly
do the plans of m en; and more par
ticularly did those of Professor Ed
ward M. Little, who was an assist
an t professor in the Department of
Physics here last year.
Mr Little left the early part of
this week lo r New York City where
he has accepted a position with the
Bell Telephone company. Planning
to travel as light as possible, he
packed such things as shaving acces
sories, etc., in a brief case, and
check his remaining luggage through
to the city.
All was well a t the station. “All
aboard” was signaled the length of
the train. Then it happened. Pro
fessor Little turned to bid goodbye
to his friends and relatives, and
somehow the fastening of his suit
case loosened, strewing all manner
of possessions along the platform.
In the excitement of collecting his
paraphernalia in the interval be
tween th at ominous “All aboard"
and the starting of the train, the
brief-case was hastily placed on the
nearest convenient place, the run
ning-board of a milk truck.
With the aid of several persons,
Mr. Little succeeded in gathering up
the scattered articles and turned to
grab his brief-case before boarding
the moving train. But the milktruck had moved on, and so had his
brief-case.
Draw your own picture.
The brief-case found its way into
Missoula police station and will be
forwarded to Mr. Little.

Sam Kain, Grizzly,
To Coach at Custer

Though the 1929 legislature
provided for the state library ex
tension commission, no funds
were appropriated for traveling
expenses, William Fitzsimmons,
chief clerk of the state board
of examiners, says. Replying to
a query from Miss Clara Main of
Lewistown, who was appointed
on the commission by Governor
Erickson, Fitzsimmons said the
law allows traveling expenses,
but the assembly failed to pro
vide them. This failure on the
p art of the legislature may hold
the commission from functioning.
Other members of the commis
sion are Miss Gertrude Buckhous,
librarian at the State University,
and Miss Elizabeth Ireland, state
superintendent of public instruc
tion.

UNIVERSITY LAW
GRADUATES ARE
IN MANY PLACES
Bailey Receives Reports From
Many A ll Over United
States.

Accoring to Henry Bailey, who
graduated from the Law school in
1927, and who is now practicing his
profession in Missoula, several of
his classmates who graduated with
him are doing exceptionally in the
legal profession.
The following is a summary of
Mr. Bailey’s Interview: M. J. Coen
is deputy district attorney in Santa
Barbara county, California; Homer
Hullinger is the city attorney at
Conrad; Homer McClernan is prac
ticing law at Shelby with D. D.
Donovan; Miles (Mike) Thomas is
connected with the legal department
of the American Surety and Bond
ing company at Helena; Norvald Ul»
vestad has recently gone to Califor
nia to look the field over. Another
Law school student who is in Cali
fornia is Frank Chichester. Chi
chester is practicing in Los Angeles.
John Bonner has recently been ap
pointed attorney for the Montana
State Highway department a t Hel
ena.
Richard Welcome is the county a t
ABEL, BANEY HERE.
torney a t Superior a ’xd Marshall
Murray is the county attorney at
Herbert Abel and Force Baney
Thompson Falls. Gid Boldt is with
drove to Missoula Saturday eve
a law firm in Seattle and Chester
ning to spend the week-end. Both
E. Onstad is the county attorney of
got their degrees in Business Ad
Powder River county a t Broadus.
last year and are now credit men
for th General Motors in Butte.

Iliman May Coach
A t Custer County

Ted “Chief” Illman, former
Grizzly athlete, may have a position
as assistant coach a t Custer county
high school this fall.
Illman has had a good deal of
experience in all lines of sports, be
ing a three-year man a t the Universiey in football, basketball and
baseball. After leaving the Univer
sity be played professional football
in the E a st
CLYDE MURPHY HERE.
Clyde Murphy, University grad
uate and a former president of the
Associated Students, is a visitor in
the city a t the D. J. Donohue home.
He is now located in Los Angeles.
Nellie Clayton has returned to
Spring Valley, Minn., after complet
ing the first term here.

Sam Kain, former Grizzly athlete,
is to become head coach a t Custer |
DAINTY WASH FROCKS
county high school because of the
$1.95 to $8.95.
resignation of George Dahlberg, also
a former University athlete.
During the past year Kain has The A rt & Gift Shop
been assistant coach a t Custer
Near the Wilma
county high school, during which
time state championship teams have
been turned out in football and bas
QoalityMateriali
ketball. Kain graduated from the
University in 1928, having played
football and basketball as well as
being a sprinter on the track team.

GUARANTEED

QUARTET SINGS.

Quality Work

Summer session students and fac
ulty weer entertained by the North
ern Pacific ladies’ quartet Monday
evening in the parlor of Corbin ha lt
A number of the townspeople took
advantage to hear the following pro
gram:
“Who Is Sylvia” (Schubert),
“Can't To’ Hear Me Callin'?" (Caro
Roma), “Trees" (Raschbacb), “I
Know a Lovely Garden" (D’Hardelot), “Danny Boy” (Weatherly),
“Italian Street Song” (Herbert), se
lections from the “Desert Song,”
“Brown Bird Singing" (Wood),
“Waters of Minnetonka” (Lleurance) “Lover Come Back to Me," a
selection from “New Moon.”
There were several piano solos.

ELY SHOE
HOSPITAL

Professor E . M. Hopkins spent
Sunday fishing up Fish creek.

Miss Colvin Tells of Methods Used
The University lawn sprinklers
In DeWitt Clinton, New York
School.
serve more purposes than one. They
have been used for everything from
Miss Frances Colvin, teacher in growing new cement on old side
the DeWitt Clinton high school In walks to growing new grass on old
New York City, is in town visiting lawns, and now we have them serv
friends. Miss Colvin graduated ing the public in another way.
from the State University in 1917,
A salesman Tuesday was driving
after which she taught in the Mis around the campus in a car which
soula high school for several years. showed the effects of many miles of
Later she took her master’s degree travel over dusty roads. Smart he
in English from Columbia.
was and economical too. He parked
Miss Colvin was visiting classes his car in the shade of a tree by one
on the campus Tuesday. In Mr. of the lawn sprinklers at the edge
Templeton’s class in “High School” of the campus and used the sprink
he gave an Informal talk on her ling apparatus to give his car a good
work in DeWitt Clinton. Accord bath.
ing to Miss Colvin it is the largest
high school in the world. It has an
PROFESSORS HIKE.
enrollment of 8,400 boys, 85 per cent
Professors R. M. Hopkins, Payne
of which are of Jewish descent The
school largely gives work prepara Templeton, W. R. Ames and Mr.
tory for college and the scholarship Sykes spent Saturday hiking and
is superior. There are nearly 300 fishing on the far side of Mount
teachers connected with the school, Stewart. A brown cinnamon bear
60 of whom are in the English de with two cubs was seen near one
partment alone. The rotation or of tbe Rattlesnake lakes.
shifting program plan is used, by
which no class ever meets the same
Horatio Kilroy spent the week-end
period each day. In this way there at Seeley lake.
are never any last-period classes.
The scholarship recitation is used
almost entirely.
IRELAND ASKS FOR
The cafeteria in connection with
TEACHERS’ HELP
the school is only able to accommo
date 3,000 pupils and to meet this
(Continued
from page one)
situation they have instituted a
shifting lunch period, by which onethird are a t lunch while the re- i of the opportunities which are pre
mainder are in class. There are no 1sented to us. Through the radio, for
free periods. One teacher has charge instance, is obtainable some of the
of the auditorium during a study finest speakers in the country.”
period where approximately 2,000
Musle Supervisor.
pupils m eet
Beginning with the approaching
The school is conducted entirely school year there will be a state su
on the self-government plan. Stu pervisor of music who will travel
dents are divided into squads for about Montana and aid in the estab
the performance of various duties lishment of musical instruction in
relative to the government of the our public schools.
The introduction of music into
building. Miss Colvin mentioned the
Doty squad, which takes care of the our public institutions of learning,
discipline in the halls; the service it is believed, will uncover talent
squad, the late squad, which deals which otherwise would be unknown,
with tardy pupils, and the lunch for it will give the child whose
room squad.
parents are unable financially to af
The features which seemed to ford the cost of a musical training
have impressed Miss Colvin most
are the fine spirit of the school, and
the amount of home work done by
the pupils.
SUMMER

FILMS

Lnncbes and Fountain

Underwood Agents
Woodstock Distributors

Lister Typewriter
Service
112 East Broadway
P H O N E 2467

THE

JO
H
NR.DAILYCO.
Phones 2181-3X82
115-119 West Front Street

Wholesale and Retail Dealers
in

Fresh and Salt Meats
Packers of

DA CO
Hams, Bacon & Lard
BRANCH
MODEL MARKET
309 N. Higgins Phone 2835

A. G. WHALEY
B 8 H Jewelry Co.

FLORENCE HOTEL
BARBER SHOP
Four Expert Barbers
Ladies’ Haircutting Parlor
in Connection

WEDGWOOD'S
CAFE
tbe borne of
GOOD WAFFLES

CLEARANCE SALE
on our entire spring and summer stock of

DRESSES
with and without sleeves, in shades of
green, rose, pink and tan, and assortment
of prints.
Prices: $10.95, $14.75, $16.75.
BIG REDUCTION ON ALL HATS.

THE

NEW GRILL CAFE
“The Place of Good
Eats”
111 West Main St.
Missoula, Mont.

JC P E N N E Y C a
MEN’S SHIRTS
of Corded Madras
A Special Showing
NOW la the time to add to your supply of
shirts. Smart corded patterns • • • in
the season's newest colorings,
Sound quality and work
manship as well as
low price.

Special in Hats
Straws, $1.95, $3.95
$5.65 and $7.45

Print#—4, 6 and 6 cents each.
Developing Free

Pastel felts now $4.95

Corner Pine and Higgins
P H O N E 3231

HIGH SCHOOL
CANDY SHOP

Rented
SPECIAL RATES
to students on all makes

O PT O M E T R IST

Work left before 9 a. m.
ready a t 5 p. m.

HARKNESS DRUG
STORE

Should try the

TYPEWRITERS

Gladys Lincoln spent the week-end
in Hamilton.

136 E. Broadway
By the Postoffice

Let us develop your

STU D EN TS

All frocks greatly reduced.
313 No. Higgins Ave.

Collarsttached s t y l e
with one or two
p o c k e t s ; or
neckband sty le
w i t h separate
collar to match.

J

KAIMIN

an opportunity to develop any musi
cal ability which he may possess.
“Music," said Miss Ireland, “is a
universal language and will go far
in producing world peace." It is a
common ground upon which tbe so- j
d a l life of the school may thrive. |
If there are children of a foreign na
tion, or close foreign connection,
they can display the music of that
country in return for American mu
sic. With an understanding and ap
preciation of the songs and dances
of other nations, greater good will
result. “With a world-wide usage
of the song, ‘Home, Sweet Home,’
one man could scarcely devastate
another’s country," commented Miss
Ireland.
Music Third.
Music ranks third among the pro
fessions having the greatest number
of persons engaged In them, which,
it would seem, would justify tbe in
troduction of musical lnstuction into
our public schools. The statement
sometimes heard that generally
speaking musicians are persons of
limited ability seems groundless, for
It has been proven th at out of 10
per cent of the Oxford students who
are taking music, this small group
wins 75 per cent of the scholarships
given at Oxford. Most of the upper
schools of education, including our
own University, will admit students
with a considerable number of cred
its in music. “This," said Miss Ire
land, “Is but right, for music should
be on a credited basis with other
school subjects.”

'Every sh irt
expertly tailored
and s tr ic tly
f a s t-c o lo r to
sun, tu b an a
persp iratio n *
See these val
ues.

The State University of
M ontana
Opens Its Thirty-fifth Year
September 24,1929
FRESHMAN WEEK begins on that date. This week
is arranged for the registration of new students and for ac
quainting them with the courses offered, the arrangement
of the campus and the regulations and customs of the Uni
versity. Early registration is important. It enables the new
student to get well started with his work and to make that
work more effective by familiarizing himself with campus
conditions and customs.
FORMER STU D E N TS should register September 28
and 29. The regular work for the University will start
Monday, September 30.
RESERVATION OF ROOMS may be made in advance
by mail. The residence halls of the University are the stu
dent homes of freshmen and all who plan to attend the U ni
versity should make certain of room reservations well in ad
vance of the opening date. Correspondence should be ad
dressed to the registrar.
T H E COLLEGE OF A RTS AND SCIENCES
Courses are offered in the college, leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Arts. The college is divided into these depart
ments, each affording the opportunity for major work:
Biology
Botany
Chemistry
Economics
Education
English
Fine Arts
Foreign Languages: French.
German. Spanish, Latin
and Greek

Geology
History and Political Science
Home Economics
Library Economy
Mathematics
Military Science
Physical Edncation
Physics
Psychology

There are six professional schools, each of recognized
standing in the country. Their work is directed by instruc
tors who are specialists in their professions and their record,
as established by their graduates, is noteworthy.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS A D M IN ISTR A TIO N
This school prepares for service in the mercaqjjMNff|
commercial world. It specializes in accountancy and office
management and in the handling of general business prob
lems.
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY
The Montana School of Forestry is especially well situ
ated for its work. In the midst of a great lumber-producing
region and at the headquarters of a great federal forestry dis
trict, it affords its students opportunity for direct contact
with all phases of their professional work. Upon its fac
ulty are experts in forestry and lumbering whose work has
given the school wide fame.
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
The School of Journalism aims to prepare its students for
newspaper work and for writing along other lines. Its
courses in advertising and publicity have been unusually suc
cessful. Its students come from many other states than
Montana.
SCHOOL OF LAW
Montana’s School of Law ranks high in its profession;
its course is six years and the list of its alumni includes men
who have won distinction in their profession in many and
widely separated fields.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The School of Music is well equipped, both as to person
nel and physical facilities, to give instruction of high quali
ty. Its vocal clubs, its symphony orchestra and its band have
a fine reputation.
SCHOOL OF PHARM ACY
Incidental to the standard instruction in pharmacy, this
school has done notable work in the development of M on
tana drug-producing plants. Its research and experimenta
tion in this line have added to its reputation for thorough
and sound work.
G RA D U A TE D IVISION
The University offers work for advanced degrees in sev
eral of its departments. Information regarding the details
of this work may be obtained from the registrar.
FOR M O N TA N A ST U D E N T S
All of the work of the University is arranged with the
idea in mind of meeting as fully as possible the needs and
requirements of Montana students. For young people who
are looking forward to life work in their home state, this
institution is particularly well adapted.
For detailed information as to expenses and courses, ad
dress
T H E REGISTRAR,
State University, Missoula, Montana.
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land of mesqulte and chaparral
more lovingly portrayed. While
only the most sensitive will appre
ciate Its exquisite beauty, I believe
(Continued from Page Two)
there is sufficient episode to attract
Interest
in
summer
school
sports
has
somewhat
dwindled
in
the average high school junior or
Dean DeLoss Smith of the Uni*
vens is with the lumberjack and senior. Mr. Fergusson’s “Impresthe
past
few
years.
This
year
so
far
nobody
has
entered
in
rersity
School
of
Music
has
again
Refreshments, Cards and Dancing
Mr
team
hand
of
twenty
or
thirty
years
slons" to me are reminiscent of
Are P art of Entertainment.
Hikers Up Blackfoot; Phillips >een appointed local chairman of either the golf or tennis tournaments. Last year there were 16
ago, when the virgin forests were Thornton Wilder. There Is the same
the national radio audition contest entered in the golf tournament while no attempt was made to
still virgin and the transcontinental raciness of style, and the same de
^fvery Lecture.
sponsored by the Atwater Kent
Old clothes will be the only ticket
railroads were building. Professor tached humor. His narrative and
foundation. Mrs. W. W. Andrus of stage a tennis match.
required for the hard times party
Vestal is the author of “Kit Car- the book of Miss Fisher should be
Diles City is state chairman.
to be held in the North hall parlor
ftl^jiogglng in favor of hanging the prisoner
The finals of the contest were
Percy Williams, Olympic champion sprinter, barely nosed out Friday night immediately following son.” But how much more stimulat read by the teacher herself before
saipreeht, stood unequivocably on one side and
held over station KUOM at Missoula Eddie Tolan, colored University of Michigan star, in the special the band concert on the University ing it is than the older type of un- being placed on the reading shelf.
plant of the I results weer certain. “Connection
selective eulogy—a breath of fresh Some will think them unsavory for
last year. Best singers from nearly
jl^B onner, wai close between road agents and
100-yard dash in the recent meet at Vancouver, B. C. The same oval.
air in a stuffy class-room. I t will general distribution.
every city in the state competed
Starting at 9 o’clock, there will be
itndentt saw gambling/’ says Dr. Phillips.
day
Tolan
came
back
to
win
the
220-yard
race
with
Wykoff
keep the sleepiest boy awake. Dr.
over the radio here and then a vote
Western boys and girls should
cards, dancing to good music, and
by mod- “Ability to shoot qnickly was part of
Linderman’s “Lige Mounts” is a fine know the tales of Frank B. Underwas taken, the most popular going second and Williams third.
refreshments. Prizes are to be
Jf, \This com- a road agent’s equipment. It had
Western story, wholesome, accurate, man and James Stevens, of Owen
to San" Francisco for the western
awarded
for
the
best
costumes.
This
10,000 feet of I to be, or he wouldn’t be a road
district contest. The same thing
exciting.
W ister and Will James, of And,
f l | t h e Ame* agent long.” J. W. Severy gave
A few days later at Seattle Wykoff took the 100-yard dash \ the fifth of the series of dances Classics like those of the Scandi Adams and Badger Clark, and the
will be repeated this year.
./hich have been carried on during
/Onwtffcut and further proof of the versatility of
Any non-professional singer be from Williams with Wesley Foster, W. S. C. sprinter, coming
the summer school session. All navians Bojer and Hamsun are re poems of Lew Sarett, John G. Netp ic tu r e s reels Paul Bunyan, who, perturbed ovei
tween the ages of 18 and 25 is elig
summer school students and faculty sponsible for a veritable back-to-the- hardt, and Vachel Lindsay. Ever,
s, lettuce crates, lack of meat in his camp and incipi ible. National finalists will par third.
land movement in the novel. In the Montana high school should submembers are invited.
;rs.I Logs come ent trouble between Sourdough Slim ticipate in the division of $25,000 in
Middle West we have the rugged scribe each year to The Frontier (1
® » 8 cut about and Cream Puff Charlie, cooks
Russell Sweet, who was to participate in these two meets, was
prizes.
life of the North Dakota pioneer de can ipake this plea as I have no af
ago, from which brought In, by strategy, ducks as
STEVENSON TO TEACH
Almost every locality in the state unable to attend because of business.
AT LAVINA SCHOOL pictured in Rolvaag’s “Giants in the filiation with the editorial board),
when they meas- large as peacocks and in quantity has a chairman. Dean Smith was
Earth” (Harper’s, 1927). Going for Its endeavors to present the
a dlamter breast sufficient to satisfy his men so well chosen becacse of his contact with
that no further meal was necessary
Nobel Stevenson, who is to become farther west we find Norwegian in multifarious West In the sane and
music students.
Grizzly athletes were the stars of last Sunday ’s baseball game athletic director a t Lavina high fluence at its full in the relentless craftsmanlike manned.
B. the South where for five weeks.
between Missoula and Helena teams. “ Chief” Illman,. playing school for the coming year, is en ‘Toilers of the Hills” (Houghton,
RUFUS A. COLEMAN,
»mes paper pulp, is
Kalispell Schoolgirl\ for Missoula, slammed out a homer besides getting two other rolled in the courses of “Principals Mifflin, 1928), by Vardis Fisher, Assistant Professor of English.
,lnts of manufacture Three “ U” Men Are
where
the
early
days
of
Idaho
dry
Wins
Scholarship
of
Coaching”
under
J.
W.
Stew
art.,
hits out of four attempts. Eddie Chinske, “ Daisy” Dezell and
r craft paper profitAt Reserve Camp
land farming are shown in all their
Ted Mellinger, who are playing on the Helena team, came Mr. Stevenson has had one year
j, It Is cheaper to pay
Patronize Ksimin Advertisers.
of coaching, being coach a t Pills- sordidness. Among the most de
j than: to go into its
Miss Ruth Knoble, a 1929 gradu through with some nice hits besides doing splendid work in the
Three students at the University
lightful of them all are Willa Ga
bury,
N.
D.
He
is
to
teach
in
ac
a this country which regular session will be In Missoula ate of Flathead county high school.
cordance with his duty as athletic ther's “Death Comes for the Arch
uKrapapers or other next week on their return from six Kalispell, won a national chemistry field.
HAVE YOUR HAIR CUT
director. Mr. Stevenson is enrolled bishop” (A. A. Knopf, 1927), and
rk«ts. The yellow pine weeks spent at the Reserve Officers' essay contest sponsored by the
To T out Own Liking at the
in the basketball and track classes Harvey Fergusson’s “In Those
iDHhl make wall board, Training corps camps at Fort American Chemical society, recently,
Ralph Olsen, Grizzly athlete several years ago, is now
Days”
(Knopf,
1929),
both
repre
for the full six weeks. After finish
RAINBOW BARBER
dock, spruce, and white George Wright, Spokane.
with a paper entitled “The Rela
garded as one of the favorites in the annual state golf tourna ing he will take a short vacation be senting the old Southwest. For
longer fibers necessary
SHOP
The three men are Emile Perey, tion of Chemistry to the Enrichment
many people this last novel of Miss
fore
reporting
for
work
in
early
Sep
meut
that
is
to
be
held
soon.
tpfers.
George Hussar and Ray Lewis. Ac of Life.’*
136 North Higgins.
Miss Knoble will receive a prize
tember.
te r Rest Medium,
cording to word received from them
isith e best medium for they are enjoying the camp at which of $4,000 payable bi-annually and to
Several University students are preparing for the state tennis
TRY US IF YOU CARE
■ f states Professor T. C. several hundred men from all over be used as a college scholarship, al tournament which will be held soon at Billings. Those who
Esther H art spent Saturday In
FOR THE BEST
lowing her to go to any school in
f , dean of the School of the Northwest are in attendance.
Helena visiting Dorothy Cheeley, a
Have Y our Work
RESULTS
may
participate
are
Robert
and
Segundo
Mario
and
Gene
Sunthe
United
States.
•-'who presented "to the
regular
session
student
who
is
work
_ ayne Templeton, instructor in derlin.
Done the
T' ing during the summer for the
preliminary outline of the COMES TO MONTANA
Leading
Shoe
Shop
education
on
the
summer
school
fac
FROM GEORGIA SCHOOL
o f lumber manufacture. It
United States Fidelity and Guar
514 S. Higgins
ulty, is principal of the Kalispell
i f cheap means of-transanty company.
Johnny Lewis, who has for the past several years been a con
Miss Caroline Kemp, a student at school.
■bgs by gravity; It is a sanMiss Kimble's essay was in com
olutlon In Itself leaving trees the summer session of the Univer petition with papers from every stant threat at the tournament, will endeavor this year to wrest
(from rot, cracks, and check- sity, came here from Agnes Scott state in the union.
TEACHERS
the championship from Kenneth Simons, who has held it for
MISS W ILSON
wheu freshly cut; and pre- college, Decatur, Ga., where she had
Splendid Vacancies
the past 11 years.
i”dry logs, so Impracticable for the distinction of being the only girl
Free Enrollment
BURRELLS ARE TOURING
Shampoo Parlor
og because when saws heat, the from the Pacific Northwest. Mex
E. L. HUFF TEACHERS
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Burrbll and
65 Higgins Block'
itor must go much more slowly, ico was represented by one girl. little daughter are spending the
Don Moe, brilliant University of Oregon golfer, won the
AGENCY
jr softens cell walls and tls- Twelve girls, daughters of mission summer touring Florida, according Western Amateur championship at Kansas City last week. He 501 Wilma Bldg.
Phone 4338
PHONE 2350
and washes off sand and grit aries, were from Korea. One girl
word received here by friends.
jh dull saws. In the pond, used was from Paris, an exchange stu Mr. Burrell, ex-’28, who with Tom defeated Gilbert Carter after 37 holes.
(injunction with lumbering ln- dent
Duncan made the boat trip down
Agnes Scott college is a girls’ the Mississippi in the spring of
ry, men unhook logs to keep
Eddie Chinske, Grizzly golfer who played against Moe at the
CASA DE
l moving downstream, for one school. The present dean has held 1928, has been teaching English
Coast conference golf tournament, said that he was the best he
D O N ’T SUFFER FROM T H E H E A T
REFRESCO
can hold up all. A logger, or the position for 40 years, being and coaching football and basket
er pig," holds his job by being dean when Miss Kemp’s mother at ball in Florida during the past had ever played against.
•
“Refresh Yourself"
ty" on his feet. His business tended the college.
year.
T ry a
Miss Kemp took her freshman
:o keep from falling, and no
with a cool, tempting drink
ROSS
TEACHES
SWIMMING.
logger will ever let a log daunt year at Agnes Scott college, but
at “onr” fountain.
Gorden Squires, former student,
Frosted Root Beer
. Using a bateau, high at the thinks she prefers Montana weather
was a visitor at the Sigma Chi
Carl Ross, University student, is
FILM U P TH IS
• and stern and low In the waist, and schools.
ASSOCIATED
S T U D E N T S STORE
house the first of the week. He is conducting classes in swimming and
can get through narrow spaces
WEEK-END
Corner of Spruce and
Back of Main Hal
engaged ini newspaper work in Cen life-saving a t Lake Blaine, near
The Students Co-op
ly. Tliase. bateaus, built like PARTOLL TO INVESTIGATE
Stevens Sts.
tral Montana.
Kalispell, this week, under the
ARCHIVES IN WASHINGTON
[cs, g^iln unywb'O"-.
with
auspices of the American Red
ohn Maler, superintendent of the
\ and Mrs. Howard Smith of
Albert J. Partoll left last Tues Conrad and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cross.
iner plant, assisted"" <Lubreeht
AGFA
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■scortlng the party past log slips, day for a visit to Seattle and coast Smith of Great Falls were guests of
cow with donkey engine, Into the cities. Partoll is a graduate of the Helen Gorton on their way to Kalis
rhinery where on saw decks a University with the class of ’29, pell this week.
And take good pictures
ryer, sizing up logs to get all pos- having majored in journalism and
under any conditions.
le first quality material from It, history.
While on the coast his intention FOR RELIABLE SERVICE
usts saw teeth ro proper width
catting logs at the right pitch so is to visit historic archives in quest
Phone 2302
i-dust will not gum up his saw. of source material on Northwest
Expert Finishing
^
and —
another room three big reserve history. He will spend several day
FLORENCE
8-HOUR SERVICE
rs go through a filing process, at the University.
LAUNDRY CO.
n run through edgers to sharpen
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HOUSMAN IN ST. LOUIS
die trimmer who, with lever after
Robert L. Housman, professor
MISSOULA DRUG
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COMPANY
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Cool and Refieshing
ider who marks lumber to ldenlived from him by Dean Stone
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g its quality. A visit to black- that Mr. Housman has arrived in
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towed. Mr. Lubreeht says since delightful time on his trip he re
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«e than 160 workers ride to and ported that the roads have been
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excellent condition.
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■ B cult to assemble even small
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Professors David R. Masou and
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■ lunch, following a hike to Rock creek.
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We are agents for Corona and
showing now} youthful, gay,
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happy clothes for son drench
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ID A T A. C.M . MILL

Hard Times Dance
To Be Held in North
Hall Friday Evening

S H T SPURTS

Dean Smith Honored
By Atwater Kent Co.

BO O K S GOOD F O E
W E S T E R N SC H O O LS

-----

“Master Way”

M issouiaMercantii^ Co.

Kodak Film

Developing

M cKay A r t Co.

TYPEW RITERS

Rt

at our window for
K Bargains

j S . 8 K.
|d O E STORE
North Higgins Ave.
RPhone 5579

L o t or cold
Lu n c h e s
kEdVED

AT THE

jjDWICH SHOP
ip posite High School

YOUNGREN
(s h o e SHOP
‘The College Shoe
■tebuildets’’
p tA Y P. WOODS

asement Higgins Blk.

AMERICAN
BARBER SHOP
BEAUTY PARLOR
Service with a smile
Haircut any style
Broadway & Higgins Ph. 3469

The First National
Bank
of Missoula
East Front and Higgins Ave.
Phone 3111

SENATE BARBER
SHOP
BEN F. STOWE

“The Shop with a Rep”

To pamper your
complexion—

Soft as rose petals and frothy
light, it liquefies the moment
't touches the skin, entering
every tiny pore,whisking away
every trace of grime and leav
ing soul-satisfying freshness
and beauty in its wake. In
various sizes, from $1.00.
On salt throughout the country a t
leading drug and department stores.

P R IM R O S E
H O U SE
PRODUCTS

Three first class operators

Smith’s Drug Store

641 Woody St.

18 E. Broadway

fcccrs &

S IL K
EN X CM B LE/

Phone 4492

Rose Leaf Cleansing Cream
is the creation o f Primrose
House, New York’s most
famous Institute o f Beauty.

Service done by or without
appointment.

Call 4368

Frank G. Swanberg

at
Corner Higgins 8 Broadway

D IREC T I ON W. A. SIM ONS

Friday and Saturday

“Tide of Empire”

FRIDAY TO SUNDAY
WALLACE BEERY

An epic story of pioneer days
with Renee Adoree

FLORENCE VIDOR

and
in

COM I NG
N E X T SU N D A Y1

“CHINATOWN
NIGHTS”

COLLEEN MOORE

100 per cent A L L T A L K I NG

In her newest picture

“SYNTHETIC SIN”
COMING SOON

“SIMBA"
T H E G R E A T W ILD
AN I M A L T H R I L L E R

COM 1NG MONDAY

“BROADWAY
MELODY"

The sensational all sing
ing, dancing and talking
hi.t
Don’t Miss This Onel

C C A T / & CLO TH
EN SEM BLE/

